Inhibiting complement regulators in cancer immunotherapy with bispecific mAbs.
Although monoclonal antibody (mAb)-mediated immunotherapy of cancer has been proven to be feasible for clinical use, success rates until now have been disappointing. One reason for this might be the overexpression of membrane-bound complement regulatory proteins (mCRPs) by tumour cells. As complement activation is an important effector mechanism induced by therapeutic mAbs, inhibition of complement activation by tumour cells might reduce therapeutic efficacy by decreasing direct complement-mediated lysis as well as complement-dependent cellular cytotoxicity. Modulation of the function of these mCRPs might be achieved with therapeutic bispecific (bi-)mAbs that target a tumour antigen and simultaneously block a major mCRP. Clinical results will probably increase with such bi-mAbs compared with monovalent antitumour mAbs. In this review the feasibility of this approach is discussed.